U.S. Organizes Camel Corps As Latest Branch
To Be Commanded By Shiek Ben Khrosmani, Tribe May Increase

Red Menace
Found Lurking
In Chem. Dept.

Glee Club Short Men Sopranos
Major Operations Will Be Performed

Juniors and Seniors
Expelled As Fire Cracker Attempt Is Foiled

N wonderful fire cracker attack was launched at Harvard's Widener Library last week. The experiment was designed to create a sensation that the destruction would be exceeded by no other event in the history of this institution. The idea of an atom bomb was discarded in favor of a more practical instrument, the slide rule, and a mass movement in the campus with a mass movement in the cam-

More Choice
In this moment, the Sheik's words were interrupted by shrill Arabic voices apparently uttered by two men in a neighboring tent. I interrupted by shrill Arabic voices apparently uttered by two men in a neighboring tent. "You want 'em, we got 'em. Amazing facts about Hor- demen, you free, a list of companions who may besiege funds. Nothing to lose. Why not write today?"

Red Menace
Found Lurking
In Chem. Dept.

Glee Club Short Men Sopranos
Major Operations Will Be Performed

Juniors and Seniors
Expelled As Fire Cracker Attempt Is Foiled

N wonderful fire cracker attack was launched at Harvard's Widener Library last week. The experiment was designed to create a sensation that the destruction would be exceeded by no other event in the history of this institution. The idea of an atom bomb was discarded in favor of a more practical instrument, the slide rule, and a mass movement in the campus with a mass movement in the cam-

More Choice
In this moment, the Sheik's words were interrupted by shrill Arabic voices apparently uttered by two men in a neighboring tent. I interrupted by shrill Arabic voices apparently uttered by two men in a neighboring tent. "You want 'em, we got 'em. Amazing facts about Hor- demen, you free, a list of companions who may besiege funds. Nothing to lose. Why not write today?"
FIDO ISSUE

Once each term the staff of The Tech lets itself give you a Fido issue complete with some of the dream about and a good deal of fantasy. Petty details as facts and style are thrown to the winds in this effort to relieve the routine of newspaper life. The fall term is momentarily devoted to the Institute while the spring gives a liberal translation to the daily Boston Globe. From here on believe whatever you wish and try avoiding a boring lecture next period with The Tech.

UNCLE FUDLEY’S COLUMN

Not much news around the old Institute to comment on these days. A few words should be said about the women's dormitory though. This student body, faced with the policy of increasing school spirit, has been tolerated. I am sure that the prank was conceived in harmless though it was and has been grossly overplayed in the local papers. I do not encourage the remaining students to rise in protest but some forthright action is immediately necessary. Our cherished freedom of action should never be relinquished.

On the courageous campaign initiated by The Tech to abolish the use of Norma four color pencils there has been no progress. The administration is adamant in its attitude -- a difference while interest lags in Institute Committee. If we must abolish this insidious weapon of the brown, then we must do it properly.

Our parting advice and motto for the week is SANS THE DOME.
LAW—Learn It At Home

at break laws? Do you.

Did you.

THE

"TECH

FOO DOO ON SALE FRIDAY; MAYBE

HOME

at to break laws? Do you.

Do you.

Confronted with the scene of absolute dissolution our upstanding young American youth was tempted to flee. But the call of duty was stronger and sticking to his post he collected the facts from first hand experience.

Above is a photo taken with his hidden camera depicting usual evening activities in this den of iniquity. Our reporter is seen in the middle on the floor gathering his material. He has not been seen since as this story was received by wire.

Six Harvard men succeeded in having workers on the new Hayden Library unwittingly erect a fifty foot letter “H” in yellow steel girders atop the almost completed framework of the building yesterday.

Authorities quickly discovered the culprits in the crowd of Techmen gathered around the building. Their batteries were substandard and registered only .87 volts.

Chalk Marks Changed

After extensive grilling at the Cambridge headquarters, one of the six captured cracked and revealed the ingenious scheme employed in carrying out the coup. They had noticed that the steel beams of the library were numbered in blue chalk and were put in place in the building according to these numbers.

After a week of study, they were ready for the final operation. In the dead of night this past Sunday, they “cut through the barbed wire, and were upon the piles of girders with evil leers and long pieces of blue chalk,” stated one of the Harvardmen, a literature major.

Hastily they changed the numbers on twelve of the steel beams, and their work was done. They returned the next day disguised as Techmen and watched with satisfaction the result of their work as the huge “H” slowly took form.

Six thousand three hundred and forty-two pounds of Yak butter were used in Tanan Tuva in the year 1937.
Dear Editor,

I am a Tech coed. What should I do?

Hopeful

Ed.: If at first you don’t succeed, quit.

Dear Editor,

I am a Wellesley girl. What should I do?

Anxious

Ed.: This requires further clarification. I may be reached at 7-1882 or at Walker Memorial News Room.

Dear Editor,

I am a Radcliffe student. What should I do?

Doubtful

Ed.: Try passing it off with a laugh.

Letters to the Editor

FIDO ISSUE

Once each term the staff of The Tech lets itself go in order to bring you a Fido issue complete with some of the news we dream about and a good deal of fantasy. Petty details such as facts and style are thrown to the winds in this attempt to relieve the routine of newspaper life. The fall term Fido is customarily devoted to the Institute while the Daily Reamer in spring gives a liberal translation to the daily Boston papers. From here on believe whatever you wish and try avoiding that boring lecture next period with The Tech.

UNCLE FUDLEY’S COLUMN

Not much news around the old Institute to comment on these days. A few words should be said about the suspension of the entire Junior and Senior classes though. This stern action in the face of policy to increase school spirit should not be tolerated. I am sure that the prank was conceived in jest and harmless though it was and has been grossly overplayed in the local papers. I do not encourage the remaining students to rise in protest but some forthright action is imminent. We should never relinquish our cherished freedom of action. After all Widener Library is never used except by Harvard men.

On the courageous campaign initiated by The Tech to abolish the use of Norma four color pencils there is little progress. The administration is adamant in its attitude of indifference while interest lags in Institute Committee. Remember we must abolish this insidious weapon of the brown baggers.

Our parting advice and motto for the week is SAND BLAST THE DOME.
Driving Home

Or

Just Driving

Four Ways to Insure Safe Holiday Driving

1. Align Front Wheels and Check Steering Connections.
   
   $3.75

2. New First Line 600x16 Tires a $17.00 Value.
   
   Only
   
   $13.95
   
   Tax Included

3. Reinforced Type 600x16 Tire Chains
   
   Strap Type $1.25 Each
   
   $10.95

4. Complete Lubrication
   
   Lubricate Chassis
   
   Drain & Refill Rear End
   
   Drain & Refill Transmission
   
   Check Battery
   
   Check Cooling System
   
   $3.95

Authorized Ford Dealer

Elbery Motor Co., Inc.

360 River St., Cambridge

Phone KI 7-3820

---

**VOO DOO ON SALE FRIDAY; MAYBE**

Vice den transferred from Turnpike to Voo Doo Office

Following up rumors of lechery to be found in the Voo Doo offices our intrepid reporter with his nose for news set out to investigate the vices. With the usual desire for details our fearless young man donned a leopard skin and slunk into the third floor offices of this pseudo-humor magazine which fronts for the bookies and reefer sellers.

Confronted with the scene of absolute dissolution our upstanding young American youth was tempted to flee. But the call of duty was stronger and sticking to his post he collected the facts from first hand experience.

Above is a photo taken with his hidden camera depicting usual evening activities in this den of iniquity. Our reporter is seen in the middle on the floor gathering his material. He has not been seen since as this story was received by wire.

---

**Six Harvardmen Wield Chalk, Alter Hayden**

Gain Sweet Revenge For "Bowl" Incident; Huge "H" Tops Library

Moving to avenge the recent Harvard Bowl incident, six Harvard men succeeded in having workers on the new Hayden Library unwittingly erect a fifty foot letter "H" in yellow steel girders atop the almost completed framework of the building yesterday.

Authorities quickly discovered the culprits in the crowd of Techmen gathered around the building. Their batteries were substandard and registered only .87 volts.

Chalk Marks Changed

After extensive grilling at the Cambridge headquarters, one of the six captured cracked and revealed the ingenious scheme employed in carrying out the coup. They had noticed that the steel beams of the library were numbered in blue chalk and were put in place in the building according to these numbers.

After a week of study, they were ready for the final operation. In the dead of night this past Sunday, they "cut through the barbed wire and were upon the piles of girders with evil leers and long pieces of blue chalk," stated one of the Harvardmen, a literature major.

Return to Scene

Hastily they changed the numbers on twelve of the steel beams, and their work was done. They returned the next day disguised as Techmen and watched with satisfaction the result of their work as the huge "H" slowly took form.

Six thousand three hundred and forty-two pounds of Yak butter were used in Tanna Tuva in the year 1937.

---

**The**

**MISSES LITTLEFIELD**

Harvard Square

Professional Typists

THESES—MANUSCRIPTS

4 Brattle St. TR 2965
Camb. Police Find Vice Den Behind Stacks
Detectives Discover Strippers Giving Show to Professors

Special investigators of the Cambridge Police department today informed officials of the Institute that the stacks in the Central Library have been hiding a virtual "den of intrigue and vice." This news came as no surprise to many men of Technology who long understood the reason for the restrictions placed on undergraduates' use of the stacks.

Uninformed sources say that word leaked out that something "fishy" was going on behind the sordid and intellectual atmosphere of the library. These sources said that Minton Twine, '52, may his tribe increase, who was angered at the fact that he could "not go behind the stacks," broke the rules last Monday afternoon and when the librarian wasn't looking, dashed through the door, on the heels of a Course Six graduate student. He followed the student and came upon a collection of Damsels from the Old Howard putting on a special Iperformance for members of the E. E. department. After pausing to see the climax of "Dirty Gertie's" act, he dashed out and rushed to phone police.

Officials arrived within a few minutes and going under the pretense that they wanted to look at some old issues of "Popular Science" were admitted to the stacks. Following the sounds of vigorous applauding coming from deep within the Biology Section, they broke upon the group watching the special performance. Arrests were made, and as a result forty professors were placed in the Cambridge Jail, while Police officials remained to see the show.

HAMBURG CORP. DELICACY

Techmen are soon to receive the above setup for $.75. The Institute Committee is investigating the high price.

Walker Dining Service Merges With Petrified Hamburg Corp.

In our last installment of the Dining Service series, our readers will remember the inference that the cafeteria might change hands in the near future. Well, this week, we really have some news for the local gourmets. Last Saturday, at a meeting in the exclusive Pig Sty Room of Walker Memorial, the Dining Service Board of Directors completed a merger with the Petrified Hamburger Corporation.

In an exclusive interview with The Tech, Cornellius Q. Sausage, President of the Hamburger Syndicate, solemnly announced that, "Youse guys don't have to eat this slop no longer. The Petrified hamburger, in the interest of public health and service, has come to the rescue."

Courts To Coops

Pictured on this page is one of the many tasty delicacies on the new menu, to go into effect as soon as the tennis courts adjoining Walker can be converted into pig pens and chicken coops. According to Sausage: "It won't be no trouble at all to put a few pigs in them tennis courts. They're a natural; it's a perfect setup."

New Prices Lower
The new Dining Service expects to serve the meal pictured on page for around $.75. After transition from chicken chop to roast pig, the prices will tend to drop, it is expected. Also included in the meal will be the pre-dig cocktail, coffee, and dessert, after dinner fruits and mints.

Other dishes to be inaugurated at the Petrified Hamburger Corporation will include stuffed peppers, sizzling tenderloin steak, and duck. Although these meals will be slightly higher than the duck, every effort is being made to serve them for under $1.00.

Allison Tobacco Co.
P. O. BOX 1006
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

CIGARETTES
Chesterfield
Camels
Lucky Strike
Phillips Morris
Old Gold
Pall Mall
Raleigh
Tareytom
per carton
Premium brands slightly higher. All per carton for shipping and handling. Minimum order—five cartons. E. your card for gift wrapping.

Lnc. 5000 State of Dela.
Dept. 322

Allison Tobacco Co.
P. O. BOX 1006
WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Smith House
500 Memorial Drive
Famous Foods For Fifty Years

Railway Express Agency Inc.
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

Railway Express

-Lucy-when you send it home by RAILWAY EXPRESS

Laudery worries got you? Then start using the direct convenient, personalized laundry service offered by RAILWAY EXPRESS. By personalized service we mean your laundry will be collected by Railway Express pick-up facilities, sent to your home promptly, and returned to your college address. If your folks insist on paying all the bills, you can stretch your cash-on-hand by sending laundry home "charges collect" and having it returned with charges prepaid at the other end.

No extra charge for pick-up and delivery in all cities and principal towns. Valuable free up to $50.00.
Dissatisfaction Expressed

There has been considerable opinion expressed around the Institute concerning the severity of the punishment. Many students believe that no consideration was given the future course of the poor scholars that had given the best years of their lives to Technology only to receive such rough handling for a student prank. Other punishments were suggested, such as cutting the men off from eating at Walker.

The ordinary mud snapper lifts thirty times the weight of the Empire State Bldg. in the course of its normal.

In a sensational expose which rocked intercollegiate athletic circles, it was revealed last night that M.I.T. has been handing out huge athletic scholarships to its sports stars for the past few years. The charge was made by Dave Hegan, columnist for a local newspaper, and was admitted by M.I.T. officials.

According to Hegan, who is widely known for his sensational exposes, the Institute pays outright stipends of as much as $2000 yearly to its stars of the gridiron, di- mond, and basketball court. In ad- dition, athletes are paid high sal- aries to perform such duties as run- ning around the block, sweeping the Voo Doo office after beer par- ties, etc.

Scholastic standards for athletes are also drastically reduced, it was learned. After prep school and high school stars have been lured to the Institute, they are enrolled in Course VIII, Tech's easiest course, are personally supplied with bibles for all their courses by Pro- fessor Mueller, and are given "sneak previews" of all quizzes. Since all the professors in the Physics Depart- ment are rabid sports fans, they are especially lenient in awarding grades to athletes.

Harvard is Indignant

The general reaction to the sen- sational disclosure by Hegan was a wave of indignation, especially among rival colleges. J. W. Bigham, director of athletics at Harvard University, was reached at his home and made the following statement:

"No wonder Tech's teams have been beating us so consistently! This is an outrage!! We belong to the Ivy League and have to observe the union scale for salaries set up by the Ivy League. M.I.T. is engaging in unfair labor practice by exceed- ing the union scale."

M.I.T. officials, while admitting the charges, claimed that they were forced to take this action on ath- letes, due to heavy pressure on the part of alumni and of the corpora- tion.

Athlete's Reaction

A typical Tech athlete, J. "Mus- cles" McGurk '50 (Height 6' 4", weight 248 lbs.), made the following comment: "Daah ... I dunno why they're- raising such a fuss ... It's all a matter of competition. I was offered scholarships by Penn, Wellesley, and the Massachusetts School of Embalming, but I chose Tech because they pay the most, and besides, I wanna get a good scientific education."

"I'm doin' great in my school- work. All the perffers are very helpful. On my last report card I had a 4.70 cum. By the way, can anyone tell me what an integral is?"

The ultimate disposition of the case is uncertain. However, it is rumored that Tech will be dropped from the schedules of Ivy League teams because of professionalism, and will be forced to get competi- tion from Notre Dame, Michigan, and other teams in its own financial class.

Rocket Group To
Shoot Moon Ship

Frosh Will Be First
Man To Reach Satellite

Just this week the M.I.T. Rocket Sassiety (Not to be confused with the Rocket Research Society) announced the completion of its plan to shoot one of its members to the moon this Saturday.

The Sassiety, a Building 22 or- ganization, has chosen Charles Heplewhite, '53, may his tribe in- crease, as the lucky one who will be the first to set foot on the satel- lite. The launching will take place at twelve noon, right outside of the barracks, where a small steam
Student Is Slain

After 13th Kiss

In a surprise move the disciplinary committee announced today the confession of the secretary held in connection with the slaying of Thomas L. Lilton, ’49, last Thursday. The confession was given to your reporter although the name of the woman, described as sinuous, sultry, and appealing was withheld.

This action climaxed a week of suspense during which the guilt of the girl was hotly debated. Despite the picture taken by The Tech’s sterling photographer who was, as usual, on the spot, there was considerable doubt expressed in high circles.

In the statement the unknown siren admits slaying the well known student after the thirteenth kiss because, “... he was too much for me.”

The tearful witness claimed in her testimony that Mr. Lilton had promised her a full year’s subscription to The Tech, although this department disclaims any credit, in return for running away to New Hampshire with him. After the thirteenth kiss Mr. Lilton is said to have reneged on his promise and offered Voo Doo instead. At this insult he was stabbed to death.

Gunpowder Used for Takeoff

The rocket itself will consist of a large keg of gunpowder to provide the initial acceleration, while a battery of two hundred thirty-six jato units lashed together will carry Heplewhite the rest of the distance. Deceleration will be accomplished once Heplewhite has reached his objective by a large umbrella.

The society had an inauspicious beginning last year with experiments involving gunpowder and empty carbon dioxide capsules. There are several charred holes on the second floor of Building 22 to testify to the success of these experiments.

No Round Trip

The president of the society, who refused to divulge his name, stated that they were not yet sure how they would get Heplewhite back once he landed on the moon. He said, however, that he hoped the club would have something worked out before too long. In any case, Heplewhite will be provided with a large bottle of liquid air, despite the fact that the club gave a rousing vote of confidence to the theory that the moon has air.

Heplewhite was voted “The man we would most like to see shot to the moon” by the Senior class of his high school last year.

FEMME FATALE FIXES FACE

Moon (Continued from Page 5)

shovel is being improvised as a launching platform.

Gunpowder Used for Takeoff

The rocket itself will consist of a large keg of gunpowder to provide the initial acceleration, while a battery of two hundred thirty-six jato units lashed together will carry Heplewhite the rest of the distance. Deceleration will be accomplished once Heplewhite has reached his objective by a large umbrella.

The society had an inauspicious beginning last year with experiments involving gunpowder and empty carbon dioxide capsules. There are several charred holes on the second floor of Building 22 to testify to the success of these experiments.

No Round Trip

The president of the society, who refused to divulge his name, stated that they were not yet sure how they would get Heplewhite back once he landed on the moon. He said, however, that he hoped the club would have something worked out before too long. In any case, Heplewhite will be provided with a large bottle of liquid air, despite the fact that the club gave a rousing vote of confidence to the theory that the moon has air.

Heplewhite was voted “The man we would most like to see shot to the moon” by the Senior class of his high school last year.

Fun

(Continued from Page 1)

Recently several Technology secretaries have filed complaints with Institute officials, claiming that feminine lovelies have been chased (literally) by students. One girl was forced to run from Building 1 to Building 3 shouting “Help! I am about to be criminally assaulted!” before losing a potential assailant in the crowd.

This above mentioned event precipitated a meeting of the Corporation at which a radical decision was made concerning this incident. It was decided that the female starved Technology students must be fed KNO3.

However, Federal laws prohibit saltpeter from being added to a food that is sold. An impossible solution to this problem came forth when the saltpeter must be put in food that will be given away.

Perhaps our readers have noticed recently that salad has been served to the patrons of Walker Memorial free of charge.

A CHRISTMAS GIFT THAT WILL LAST A WHOLE YEAR

** ** **

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO ALL MAGAZINES AT THE LOWEST RATES

** ** **

A SPECIAL GREETING CARD WILL BE PROVIDED TO NOTIFY RECIPIENTS

TECHNOLOGY STORE

PATRONAGE REFUND TO MEMBERS
Camels (Continued from Page 1)

think nothing of it," explained Jack All, "it is but my first wife who is arguing with my third wife, my tribe increase, about a matter of little importance. My wives are restless, for they have not slept for several days. I shall soon have to do something to make them tired, that peace shall reign once more in the household.

As I was about to say, the new idea shall cover the subjects of art, warfare and the care and maintenance of camels. It had been by the men who are in charge that the scholars at M.I.T. may be restless, for they have not been able to think nothing of it," explained Jack All.

The imprint, "John Surrey," on a pipe is a hallmark of worth craftsmanship. We offer a fine selection of popular shapes and styles.

Kinkland 6650
UNIVERSITY STATIONERY CO.
Office and School Supplies
311 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, Mass.

DON'T BE A "STUFFY STUDENT"
Make a date with your best gal... ...

... and take her to the Fife & Drum Room for an evening she'll never forget!

Wonderful food, Romantic dance music by Jimmy McDole and his orchestra. Songs by Shery Lyndon. Never a cover or minimum!

Fife and Drum Room
HOTEL VINSON
Commonwealth Ave. at Dartmouth St.

E.E. Instructor Victim Of Brutal Slipstick Slaying

On Thursday, December 9, the nude body of A. B. Edgerton, an instructor in the Electrical Engineering Department, was found in the basement of Building 2.

A horrible gash had been inflicted on his head by a long, thin object, probably a slide-rule. He was found at eight o'clock on Thursday morning by E. D. Wilcox, a janitor.

The victim was found lying face down in a large pool of blood, reportedly his own. The police were summoned immediately and two hours later Captain William C. Curley of the Cambridge City Police took charge of the investigation.

A Dietzgen Did It

After a careful examination of the body, Captain Curley announced that the murder weapon was "probably a slide-rule...

Captain Curley stated that the murder weapon was definitely not the circular type of slide-rule, but was probably one of the wooden or metal oblong types. He ruled out the Associated Tutors model, saying that the impression of a LL2 scale was found on the victim's head.

"A Dietzgen... is a likely suspect..." Captain Curley was heard to say.

Instructors, Take Heed!

A coroner's inquest is scheduled for Friday, December 17. The Coroners' Terence S. Curley, was reached at his home at 268 Beacon Street and gave his views on the possible motives of the murder. Mr. Curley remarked that since the victim was from Tech, and an instructor besides," ... the murder could not have been a crime of passion..."

Course Fifteen To Be Brought Up-To-Date

Curriculum Simplified; Convertible Required For Juniors' Admission

New attempts are being made to "humanize" Course Fifteen. After many complaints had been received by the department heads, it has finally been decided to "clean up the mess." One of the strongest grips was the fact that members enrolled in XV had to attend classes on Wednesday and Friday. Officials stated that the situation would be remedied immediately, and it is hoped to eventually eliminate ALL classes.

A new requirement for entrance into the course has been established. From now on, those who wish to complete the academic requirements for Course Fifteen must show evidence of having studied less than two hours out of class a week. It has been rumored that before being allowed to continue to their Junior year, men must also claim possession of a convertible. However, the department heads did not specify what make or model convertible.

Professor J. Q. Emptihed, may his tribe increase, Sophomore Registration officer, stated that the present Course in Production, 15.70, will be placed with 15.701, entitled "Reproduction." Said Professor Emptihed, "I'm all for extracurricular activities, and I think that 15.401 will help the boys along." It was decided to replace M21 by a "much more interesting course" using the new text by Henry Barnyard Phlops entitled, "Mathematics for First Graders Made even Easter." The troublesome 8.03 is to be replaced by a novel course, entitled, "How to Replace a Blown Fuse," and this course also features a new Francis Molino Zilch. The answers to the even problems will be included by the author.
Shortage of Dirt
At Tech Revealed
Dying Janitor Exposes
Thirty-Three Year Luck

Now it can be told!!

On his deathbed, Vladimir Pustokovitch, Master of Sanitation, Harvard '14, and for thirty years a janitor at the Institute, has revealed the sordid secret of M.I.T. There is not enough dirt to go around.

"Since 1915, when the Institute moved to its present location the shortage has been hidden by manipulation of holes, ditches and projects." Vladimir gasped out the damning truth as he lay awaiting the end in his field uniform, the M.I.T. Medal of Heroic Heroism (received for night duty in the Creep Lab), gleaming on his breast.

The present wave of building, contrary to the propaganda being circulated, arose from the necessity of demolishing the shoe exhibition building, where for many years the old antiquated holes had been stored!! The Senior House and Library provided enough dirt to make cover these two new excavations. With your beauty sleep is not disturbed.

Holes Were Hidden

The present wave of building, contrary to the propaganda being circulated, arose from the necessity of demolishing the shoe exhibition building, where for many years the old antiquated holes had been stored!! The Senior House and Library provided enough dirt to make the discrepancy unnoticeable. To cover these two new excavations holes and ditches were dug in the parking lot and refilled with cement from the roof of Walker Memorial. It is rumored that a new secret weapon will be placed there. Could it be the 8.01 rifle?

An electric eye will be set up in Building 2 and in Walker Memorial, so that if there is any movement on the steel structure, all hell will break loose. In this manner you might be awakened rather abruptly on one sunny morning, but after that you may sleep in peace through all your 9:00 am humanities classes.

The genius responsible for this brain-storm is Nicholi Kensacobo-vitch, may his tribe increase, '51, a Cardinal member of the NKVD, who is also rumored, had his share of batteries in the H-Y plot. He has pledged not to fail in this new endeavor. Good luck to you, "Cobovitch."

Library Riveters
Will Be Stopped

Machine Gun Attack
Planned From Dorms

Are you shaken out of bed each morning by the chattering of the library riveters? Your tortures are almost over. At present, the NKVD is hard at work making sure that your beauty sleep is not disturbed.

If you could get to the top of the dorms (you can't unless you're a Cardinal member of the NKVD), you would see four 50 caliber, Vaseline cooled, machine guns; eight 30 caliber, gander-ale cooled, machine guns; fourteen mortars (to be used with four slug ammunition); and a sufficient supply of ammunition to make everybody, except the riveters, happy. But the center of the attack will come from the roof of Walker Memorial.

It is rumored that a new secret weapon will be placed there. Could it be the 8.01 rifle?

An electric eye will be set up in Building 2 and in Walker Memorial, so that if there is any movement on the steel structure, all hell will break loose. In this manner you might be awakened rather abruptly on one sunny morning, but after that you may sleep in peace through all your 9:00 am humanities classes.

The genius responsible for this brain-storm is Nicholi Kensacobo-vitch, may his tribe increase, '51, a Cardinal member of the NKVD, who is also rumored, had his share of batteries in the H-Y plot. He has pledged not to fail in this new endeavor. Good luck to you, "Cobovitch."

Library Riveters
Will Be Stopped

Machine Gun Attack
Planned From Dorms

Are you shaken out of bed each morning by the chattering of the library riveters? Your tortures are almost over. At present, the NKVD is hard at work making sure that your beauty sleep is not disturbed.

If you could get to the top of the dorms (you can't unless you're a Cardinal member of the NKVD), you would see four 50 caliber, Vaseline cooled, machine guns; eight 30 caliber, gander-ale cooled, machine guns; fourteen mortars (to be used with four slug ammunition); and a sufficient supply of ammunition to make everybody, except the riveters, happy. But the center of the attack will come from the roof of Walker Memorial.

It is rumored that a new secret weapon will be placed there. Could it be the 8.01 rifle?

An electric eye will be set up in Building 2 and in Walker Memorial, so that if there is any movement on the steel structure, all hell will break loose. In this manner you might be awakened rather abruptly on one sunny morning, but after that you may sleep in peace through all your 9:00 am humanities classes.

The genius responsible for this brain-storm is Nicholi Kensacobo-vitch, may his tribe increase, '51, a Cardinal member of the NKVD, who is also rumored, had his share of batteries in the H-Y plot. He has pledged not to fail in this new endeavor. Good luck to you, "Cobovitch."

Reds

(Continued from Page 1)

powerful, representative, free enterprise democracy one of the patrons, name withheld on request, of the dining service ate the turnip and found the revealing documents.

The affair takes a serious turn when considered along with other evidence of subversive activities by the communist agitators trying desperately to overthrow the Grand Old Flag that stands for freedom.

In these days of strife against our Free Enterprise System that has provided more for everyone than any subversive red-socialist doctrine can, it is imperative that the scientific institutions stand four square for the cause of liberty. Although the nature of the "free radicals" whose presence at the Institute comes as a shock to those who love it was not divulged, it is to be considered detrimental to the welfare of Technology, the country, may it stand forever, and the world now engaged in the struggle between two diametrically opposed systems. The chemistry department could not be reached for statement but usually reliable sources inform your reporter that it is girding itself for battle to defeat this subversive movement.

CHRYSLER CARS

The Duster Special

A Full size sedan

The Sedan Special

A Family Car

TODAY'S SPECIAL

Pork Chop Loaf

Dinner Menu

25c

Monday, December 14, 19-

REWARD!

One can of beer to whoever finds the Canada Dry Ginger Ale ad that was supposed to go in this space.